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The Poet's Pentathlon: 
Genre in Pindar's First Isthmian 

Leslie Kurke 

P INDAR'S FIRST Isthmian is a poem of praise by indirection: at 
each point where we anticipate straightforward praise of the 
victor, the poet swerves off to another topic. l This veering 

manner produces anything but the conventional epinician Bundy saw 
in the poem2 and explains why, in his interpretation, most of the text 
is taken as "foil," to be worked through but ultimately dismissed. 3 

Thus, why does Pin dar begin by alluding to a paean he owes to the 
people of Ceos? According to Bundy (36-41), reference to this com
mission simply acts as "foil" to enhance the prestige of the "business 
at hand"-the epinician for the Theban Herodotus. But, as Most 
objects (57), this explanation in no way justifies the content of the foil: 
why should the poet choose to mention another poetic commission so 
explicitly at the opening of his epinician? 

Next the poet appears to begin the victory announcement at line 9: 

( ') "'\ ' 'I 8 ~ Xop£vwv '" Kat Tav aAL£pK£a CT IJ-OV 
~ 'Il'" A. ' u£Lpau . £7I'£L CTT£.,..avovs 
"c " K' ~ ~ 'C' '8\ £~ W7I'aCT£V aUIJ-ov CTTpaT~ £~ a£ AWV, 

KaAALvLKOV 7I'aTpLOL KVOOS. 

1 The following works will be cited by author's name alone: A. B. DRACHMANN, ed., 
Scholia vetera in Pindari Carmina I-III (Leipzig 1903); E. L. BUNDY, "Studia Pin
darica," CPCP 18 (1962) 1-92; R. HAMILTON, Epinikion, General Form in the Odes of 
Pindar (The Hague 1974); G. W. MOST, The Measures of Praise: Structure and 
Function in Pindar's Second Pythian and Seventh Nemean (Gottingen 1985); W. J. 
SLATER, Lexicon to Pindar (Berlin 1969); E. THUMMER, ed., Pindar, Die Isthmischen 
Gedichte I-II (Heidelberg 1969); L. Woodbury, "The Victor's Virtues: Pindar, Isth. 
1.32 ff.," TAPA 111 (1981) 237-56. Citations from the epinicia are taken from B. 
Snell and H. Maehler, edd., Pindari Carmina cum fragmentis 2 I (Leipzig 1980). 

2 That Bundy considered it a conventional epinician is clear from his statement of 
purpose (36): "Here, then, in examining a second ode, Isthmian 1, on the assumption 
that it is an enkomion and adheres to the rules that govern other pieces of the kind, I 
shall seek to discover its design, and the place of each several topic in the linear 
development of the whole." 

3 On the problems inherent in Bundy's notion of "linear unity," see D. C. Young, 
"Pindaric Criticism," in Pindaros und Bakchylides (Wege der Forschung 134 [Darm
stadt 1970]) 87f, and Most 32f. 
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But instead of completing the victory announcement,4 Pindar di
gresses with a reference to Heracles (12f, introduced by the conven
tional relative pronoun):s 

, ~ \ \ , ~ , , A" ' , 
EV f!. KaL TOV auELp.aVTOV I\KP.71va TEKEV 

~~ 0 ~, r' h. 7t ' ?TaLua, paUELaL TOV ?TOTE 7Ipvova 't'p~av KVVES. 

The occurrence of any mythical material in this position is prob
lematic; as Bundy acknowledges, we expect the naming of the victor 
here.6 

Problematic too is the specific labor of Heracles Pindar chooses to 
mention. Why the "hounds of Geryon"? Bundy's assertion (43f) that 
this labor, because it occurred in Gades, "symbolizes the limit of 
human achievement" introduced here in comparison to the six Isth
mian crowns, does not stand up to close examination. Every parallel 
he cites for this motif specifically mentions Heracles' sailing to the 
ends of the earth, or the Pillars he set up there, or both. Without any 
geographic marker it is impossible to read the motif of human limita
tion into the mythic reference here. This brief section remains unex
plained. 

When the poet breaks off at line 14, we again anticipate the naming 
and praise of the victor we have expected since line 9. As Thummer 
notes, the pattern of ciAA' £yoo with a present participle and future 
main verb of praising picks up the syntax of lines 6-10 (ciP.tj>OTEpaV TOL 
XaplTWV uvv OEOtS (EVr,W Tf.AOS ••• XOpEVWV), and is itself repeated at 
lines 32-34 (£yoo at ... ?TEPLuTf.AAwv ••. yapvuop.aL) and 52-54 (l1.P.P.L 0' 
~OLKE •.. ap.EL/3op.EVOLS •.. KEAaofjuaL).7 Each of these passages is a self
referential 'break-off formula', by which the poet leads us to expect 
that he will finally get down to the proper 'business' of the epinician-

4 Cf Hamilton 15, who notes that the two invariable elements of the victory 
announcement (what he calls the "Naming Complex") are (1) the site of the victory 
and (2) the victor's name. Here, we are given the first but not the second. 

5 On the convention of using a relative pronoun to introduce the myth see E. Des 
Places, Le pronom chez Pindare (Paris 1947) 48-50; Thummer I l31; and D. C. 
Young, Pindar Isthmian 7: Myth and Exempia (Leiden 1971) 35 with n.115. 

6 Bundy senses that this move is somewhat unconventional, for he can offer no 
better explanation for the mythic interlude than "the use of (comparative) irrelevance 
as foil" (43): "here, the laudator has every intention of introducing Herodotos, for 
whom lines 1-13 are foil, and no intention of wandering off into the legendary glories 
of Thebes. Yet he cannot introduce Herodotos at this point without ruining the effect 
of the implied series: not Dalos, not Thebes; not Apollo, not the Isthmos; but 
Herodotos." Bundy's implication that the poet is rejecting the Isthmus as a topic in 
favor of the victor is also misleading; as more recent formal studies have shown (see 
Hamilton 15), the victory announcement conventionally embraces both the site of the 
victory and the name of the victor. 

7 Thummer II 12, 15, 20, 30; cf Most 52. 
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the praise of the victor. And after each of these formulae the poet to 
some extent frustrates our expectations, swerving aside from such 
straightforward praise of the victor to some indirect means. Here at 
line 14, for example, the victor and his event are finally named 
C HpOOOTql ... Clpfi-aTL T€8p{7r7rql) but only allotted a complex participial 
clause before the poet is off again, singing a hymn to Castor and 
Iolaus. Pindar justifies this move as praise of Herodotus' charioteer
ing, "for those men were born the best charioteers of the heroes in 
Lacedaemon and in Thebes." But, as Most has emphasized, the inset 
hymn that follows (18-32) does not dwell on the chariot exploits of 
the two heroes, as one might expect given the poet's avowed purpose 
of glorifying Herodotus by the mythic parallel:8 instead, the hymn 
lingers over the heroes' successes in running and throwing spears, 
stones, and discus (23-25). 

After the conventional hymnic closure, Xa{pfT' at 32, the poet turns 
again to a new topic. Again we anticipate the standard, direct praise of 
the victor, and again we are disappointed. After a buildup of two 
lines, Pindar finally mentions the victor, in a prominent position 
directly following the main verb in 34. But it becomes clear almost 
immediately that Herodotus is not himself the object of the verb 
yap~uop.aL (32-34): 

, ,,' 5>' 11 5> ' 'I 8 ~ ~ 8' XaLpfT . fyw uf OUHuaWVL U p.ql T€!,a ff! 

'0 '" ",' '"" '5>' YX7JUTLaLULV T atOVfuuLV 7TfPLUTfI\I\WV aOLuav 
, ~5>" 5>" ~, ,,' , 

yapvuop.aL TOVu avupos fV TLfi-aLuLv ayalCl\fa Tav 
'A 5>' ,"9-UW7rOUWpOV 7raTpOS aLuav. 

Pindar goes on to describe the "lot" of the victor's father, returning to 
the victor himself at 39f: 

~ 5>,"9- , , "f3 11' vvv u aVTLS apxaLas f7Tf aUf OTP.OS 
" , 

UVYYfV7JS fvafi-fPLaS. 

A linking gnome then leads to a generalizing d clause that explains 
why the victor deserves the poet's unstinting praise (41-45). Pindar 
heightens the buildup to that praise by adding that it is "an easy gift 
for one who is wise in exchange for all sorts of toils" (45f). But the 

8 Most (50-52, 560 poses the problem more convincingly than he solves it (56): "It 
was Pindar's desire for symmetry that led him to create a catalogue of the events in 
which Castor and Iolaus won victories to balance the catalogue of games in which 
Herodotus had been successful." Most himself acknowledges that strict symmetry 
would have required two catalogues of games, but he offers two reasons for Pindar's 
avoiding this: pedantry and 7TouCLAla (57). One cannot help feeling that this purely 
formal explanation is somewhat arbitrary; if variation of symmetry were the poet's 
only concern, he could just as easily have narrated the mythic exploits of the heroes. 
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poet goes on to fill out the triad not with praise of Herodotus, but 
rather, as Woodbury has observed (251, cf 252), with the "praise of 
praise itself ... as the highest profit." 

liJ.'J.'t a(E') at 52 marks another transition to a new topic, and at this 
point we are certain that the victory catalogue must follow. Woodbury 
(252) lucidly describes the strength (and source) of our expectations: 
"the occasion is the celebration of a victory, the genre is epinician, 
and the victories, for which we have been preparing since 43, must be 
gi ven due prominence, and a list of them accordingly follows." In
deed, that 52-62 constitute the victory catalogue is clear from ap
J.'clTWV I.7T7TOapOJ.'tOV (54) and EV yvaJ.'7fTo'is apoJ.'OtS (57), but from nothing 
else until we reach lines 60-62. At that point, Pindar breaks off the 
catalogue with the plea that it is impossible to enumerate all the 
equestrian victories Hermes Agonios has bestowed on Herodotus. 
Thus, although the position in the ode and our own expectations 
make it clear that, from 52 on, we have a victory catalogue, it is an 
anomalous catalogue: it appears to be a list of gods and heroes and 
their cult centers, whom the poet "addresses" or "greets" (7fpo<TEt7fliv) 
with no direct mention of the victor until line 61. To be sure, there are 
other catalogues in which the patron gods and heroes of the various 
games are highlighted, but in all these it is explicitly said that the god 
or hero "bestows" or "witnesses" the victor's achievement.9 

Furthermore, the direct address to heroes or mythical figures with
out explicit connection to the victories celebrated is completely un
paralleled in the odes. Bundy, after asserting that the catalogue in 
Isthmian 1 is "completely conventional," himself admits (69f), "Oth
er than this [1.1.55-59], I find no more than two passages in which the 
god or hero honored by the games is addressed in a catalogue: P.6.50 
(T{V) and P.8.62 (Ttl) . ... " Of Bundy's two parallels, the address to 
Poseidon in Pythian 6 is not part of a victory catalogue,10 while the 

9 Cf 0/. 6.72-81, 7.80-87, 9.98f, 13.107-12, Pyth. 8.61-66, 9.79f, Nem. 5.44, 
6.39-46, Isthm. 2.12-29. In these cases the poet establishes a direct link between the 
divinity or the place and the victor. What is so striking about the catalogue of 
Isthmian I is that the victor does not appear until the breakoff formula, where we 
find the conventional "Hermes gave victory to Herodotus." For a useful summary of 
various types of victory catalogues see Thummer I 29f, but note that the catalogue of 
Isthmian I fits into none of his categories. 

10 The address occurs in the last four lines of the poem (50-53): 

TtV T', 'EA(ALX8ov, l1PX(t~ O~ 1'II''II'L(iV EUOOc.tlV, 
P.aAa Movn VOC!l, nou(toav, 'll'pOU(X~Ta,. 
yAVK(ta Of tpp~v Ka't uvp.'II'OTaLULv op-LAliv 
P.~AIUU(iV aw.{{Jf.Tal TP71TOV 'll'OVOV. 

Thrasybulus' devotion to Poseidon has nothing to do with the victory catalogue, but 
together with the last two lines explicates the poet's claim that the young man "guides 
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address to Apollo in Pythian 8 introduces mention of Aristomenes' 
victories (61-66): 

Tt 0', < EKaTa/3oA£, 1TavooKov 
, '\ I l:> I 

vaov £VKI\£a uLaV£P.WV 

TIv8wvos EV yvaAoLs, 
"/ /() / 

TO /J.EV /J.EYLCTTOV TO ,xap/J.aTOOV 

,/ ,/ l:>' / (). / l:> / 
W1Tauas, OLKOL u£ 1TpOU £V ap1TaA£av uOULV 

() \ I ,. ~. ~" 11 
1T£VTa£ I\LQV O"VV £OpTaLS vp.aLS £1Tayay£s' 

All this suggests that, although we finally get a victory catalogue, even 
this conventional portion of the ode exemplifies the technique of 
praise by indirection we have noted throughout the poem. 

I have gone through the poem in this way in order to point out the 
problems glossed over by Bundy in asserting the ode's complete con
ventionality. The exploration of the formal conventions and parame
ters of the epinician initiated by Bundy is extremely valuable, but we 
should not allow our quest for conventionality to blind us to what is 
crucially unconventional. Indeed, once we are familiar with the con
ventions of the victory ode, we find that Isthmian 1 controverts our 
expectations at every tum. And the question of expectations is ulti
mately the question of genre; as Woodbury observes (252), "the 
occasion is the celebration of a victory, the genre is epinician," there
fore we expect a victory catalogue. It seems that in playing with our 
expectations, the poet is in some sense playing with genre. l2 

Ifwe look at what Pindar tells us about his own poetic activity with
in the poem, we find that he is quite explicitly playing with occasions 
and thus with genres. l3 He opens with a reference to a paean he is 

wealth with intelligence" (46). That is, he spends his money on hospitality and raising 
horses. 

11 For pythian 8 Bundy can only claim that Apollo is addressed within a victory 
catalogue by maintaining that the catalogue extends from line 36 to line 84 with "two 
interruptions" (Bundy 69). But what Bundy terms an interruption in the catalogue 
(39-55) is actually the myth of the poem, introduced quite conventionally by the 
relative TOV in 39 (on this section as myth see Hamilton 60). Thus the address to 
Apollo provides a partial parallel to the celebration of Poseidon that opens the 
victory catalogue of Isthmian I (but note that Poseidon's bestowal of victory is not 
explicit: it is only alluded to in €VWi'£TaV app.d.TWV lolT'lTOSpOP.IOV). This leaves us without 
a single parallel for direct address within a victory catalogue. Thummer II 31 f 
acknowledges that the choice of verbs and the use of apostrophe here are not found 
elsewhere; he attributes these anomalies to the poet's striving for variety of expression. 

12 Bundy himself ended his study of Isthmian 1 with the assertion, "The study of 
Pindar must become a study of genre" (92). We need only add that unconventionality 
within one genre may represent the trace of another. 

13 On the importance of occasion for genre in the archaic period, see C. Calame, 
"Reflexions sur les genres litteraires en Grece archalque," QUCC 17 (1974) 118, 124f, 
127, and J. Herington, Poetry into Drama. Early Tragedy and the Greek Poetic 
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working on for the men of Ceos, and after requesting Delos, the 
subject of the paean, to "yield," he asserts confidently (6-10): 

ap.cpoT£pav TOL xapin.Jlv uvv 6EoLs (dJf,w T'AOS, 
, " 'm ~Q ' KaL TOV aKEpUEKop.av 'VOL,...OV XOPEVWV 

, K' , "," , EV Ecp ap.'f'LpVTf!. uvv '7TOVnOLS 
, ~ , "'" "1 6 ~ avupauLV, KaL Tav aALEpKEa u P.0V 

oEipao" 

The poet will yoke the T'AOS of the two XctPLTEs-the two gifts of song 
commissioned for two different occasions14 -in a single ode for 
Herodotus. As Bundy notes, the "yoking" is accomplished by the very 
words; the poet need say no more to evoke the paean or to incorporate 
it within his epinician. 15 Pindar uses yoking imagery again when he 
introduces another distinct genre, the carefully articulated inset hymn 
to Castor and Iolaus (14-16): 

'""" , 'H~' , "~ 6 ' , aAA E')IW POuOTCP T£VXWV TO P.EV upp.an T£ pL'7T'7T<P ')IEpas, 
" " " " ' , , , , '6 '" aVLa T aAAOTpLaLS ov XEPUL vwp.auaVT E EAW 

'" K '''' '1 ", " ,~ " 17 aUTOpEL<p 1J OAaOL Evapp.0fi,aL P.LV vp.vcp. 

Evapp.of,aL picks up the image of (Etlf,w; appropriately, given the victor's 
own charioteering and the heroes' equestrian proclivities, the poet 
will "fit him into a Castoreion or a hymn of Iolaos. "16 

Tradition (Berkeley/Los Angeles 1985) 5. On the centrality of performance, see 
Herington 3-99. 

14 For xapL~ (in the plural) designating the poet's song, see Slater s. v. xapLs l.b.,8. 
IS Bundy makes the observation about the Castor/lolaus hymn, but the point ap

plies also to the paean (45): "The use of the future indicative and of Mb .. w with the 
infinitive, in which a promise is regarded as fulfilled the moment it is uttered, is a 
conventional mannerism of hymnal poetry." See also Bundy 21 on 01. 11.14: "The 
laudator's use of the future indicative in the first person ... is, in fact, a conventional 
element of the enkomiastic style. It never points beyond the ode itself, and its 
promise is often fulfilled by the mere pronunciation of the word." 

16 Most notes '€tJ~w and tvapp.&~aL and on the basis of this imagery develops the 
thesis that the whole of Isthmian I is organized as a "yoking" of the divine and the 
human (the poem falling neatly into a divine and a human half, each with two parts 
that correspond to each other [Most 57-59]). This is an elegant solution, but there are 
problems. First, Most appears to take uvv 8€o,~ in line 6 with (€tJ!w (i.e. "I will yoke 
the end of both graces together with the gods" [57]), whereas the evidence of Pindaric 
usage makes it much more likely that it is an independent phrase, i.e. "With the help 
of the gods I will yoke ... "(see 01.8.14, Nem. 8.17, Isthm. 4.5; the opposite is l1.V€V 

8€ov, as at 01. 9.103). Second, in order to make a neat scheme, Most argues that the 
entire second half of the poem is "occupied with men and what happens to them." 
This interpretation does not take into account the anomalous catalogue of 52-63. In 
fact, just the opposite; Most is forced to gloss over the preponderance of divinities 
that makes the catalogue so odd (53): "When in this second half of the poem gods or 
heroes are mentioned by name (Poseidon 32 and 52, Amphitryon 55, Minyas 56, 
Demeter 57, Protesilaos 58, [Hermes 60)), it is only because it is at their games that 
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But I would suggest that this is not the only image Pindar offers us 
for his poetic activity in the first half of the ode. In the middle of his 
inset Castor or lolaus hymn, after pointedly describing the heroes' 
non-chariot victories, the poet pauses to observe (26f), 

, \ '9 '~() ,~~""",., ov yap TJV 7T€VTa€1\. LOV, al\.I\. €..,., €KaUT~ 
" "'\ Epyp.an KEtTO TEAOS-. 

Why does Pindar insert this antiquarian detail here? Commentators 
ignore this line or dismiss it as a "pedantic footnote" (Most 57). But I 
would take rEAos here as a deliberate echo of the poet's boast at line 6. 
There he had claimed that he could yoke the 'rEAos of two different 
genres for the exceptional praise of the victor. Here, in the midst of 
his third genre, each one appropriate to a different occasion, the poet 
seems to set himself up against the athletes of old, demonstrating his 
poetic prowess by the number of different genres or occasional songs 
he can embrace within the ambit of an epinician. Thus I am suggest
ing that the reason for the poet's focusing on the heroes' non-chariot 
victories is at least partly to introduce the theme of the pentathlon for 
his own poetic endeavor. 17 Then, "there was no pentathlon, but the 
rEAos lay upon each event." Now, the laudator seems to be signalling, 
he himself has embarked on a poetic pentathlon-a 'pentathlon of 
genres' in praise of the victor. 

If this is the case, can we detect here traces of any other genres or 
occasional poems? Indeed, a multiplicity of embedded genres may 
solve the problems of irrelevance and indirection noted for different 
sections of the ode. 18 Consider first lines 12f, where the words KaA
AivLKOV 7ra'rpioL KVOOS cause the poet to veer to a miniature myth of 
Heracles where we expect the naming of the victor. The linking of the 
epithet KaAA{vtKOV with the mythical adventures of Heracles may 
remind us of the kallinikos strain of Archilochus. Pindar mentions 
this song explicitly at the opening of Olympian 9, conjuring it up in 

Herodotus has won his victories." This will not do as an explanation, for we know 
from other odes that Pindar could have constructed a catalogue without specifically 
naming all these patron divinities. 

17 For parallels for the poet representing his poetic activity as athletic competition, 
see M. Lefkowitz, "The Poet as Athlete," Stlt SER. III 2 (1984) 5-12. 

18 R. P. Martin, "Hesiod, Odysseus, and the Instruction of Princes," TAPA 114 
(1984) 29-48, is essential to my thinking on 'embedded genres', as well as the 
occasional nature of genre in archaic Greek poetry. Martin's use of Todorov's 
concept of 'genres of discourse' defined by their social context (30f) differs sig
nificantly from conventional treatments of genre. Thus, by a more traditional 
conception, both paean and Castoreion might be categorized as hymns, whereas I 
consider them different genres because they would have been composed for and 
performed at different occasions. 
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order to reject it in favor of the highly-wrought, personalized epi
nician he provides the victor ( 1-4): 

, , 'A \. ' '\. TO IJ.EV PXLI\OXOV IJ.EI\OS 
<pWVaEV 'OAVIJ.7TL~, KaAALVLlCOS 0 TPL7TAOOS KEXAaaWS 
" K' "'f)' ~ apKHTE POVLOV 7Tap OX OV al'ElJ.oVEVfTaL 

, ~ A. '\. ' EA. ' '" KWlJ.a..,OVTL ""LI\OLS ""apIJ.OfTTCf> fTVV ETaLpOLS. 

The scholia to these lines tell us that Archilochus, when he came to 
Olympia, composed a hymn for Heracles and that its refrain was 

T~vEAAa KaAALvLKE xatpE avaf 'HpaKAHs, 
" "I'\. ' 'St' aVTOS TE KaL Ol\aOS, aLXlJ.TJTa uVO. 

T~vEAAa KaAALVLKE xatpE llvaf 'HpaKAHs. 19 

This song (or at least its refrain) appears to have been sung for all 
athletic victors at the immediate celebration ofvictory.2o 

There is also evidence to suggest that Archilochus' kallinikos song 
may have included the exploits of Heracles. 21 In a famous passage of 
Euripides' Heracles, the hero bitterly takes leave of his labors (575, 
578-82): 

, , 
XaLPOVTWV 7TOVOL' 

19 Drachmann I 266. 
20 According to the scholiast, K£KparTJK£V o~v (1fL 1faVTWV VlKTJepOPWV 1fap' ahov TOV 

KatpOV TijS VLKTJS h~3£u8at TO Kop.p.a (Drachmann I 267). His assertion is supported not 
only by Olympian 9, but also by Nem. 3.17f, Kap.aTw3Ewv 3~ 1fAa-yaV li.KOS t!,YlTJpOV (V 
~a8v7T£3{'!l N£P.Eq. TO ICaAALVtKOV cpEpU. The evidence of Attic tragedy and comedy shows 
the familiarity and universal application of Archilochus' song. The dramatists trans
fer it from the sphere of athletic victories to that of successes in myth or fantasy, but 
it remains the emblem of the immediate celebration of victory. See Eur. HF 179f 
(Heracles, together with the gods, celebrates the defeat of the giants; see U. von 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Euripides, Herakles [Berlin 1895] ad loc.); EI. 862-65 (the 
Chorus urges Electra to celebrate Orestes' killing of Aegisthus); Phoen. 1728-31 
(Oedipus celebrates his victory over the Sphinx); Ar. Av. 1764 (Chorus hails Pis
thetaerus as king of the universe); Ach. 1227f (Dicaeopolis gloats over Lamachus' 
wounding and celebrates his own komos). 

21 On this point the scholia to 01. 9 are confused. They chronicle scholarly dispute 
about whether Archilochus' song is an epinician or a hymn (Drachmann I 268), and 
whether Pindar's epithet triploos means that the song had three strophes, or that the 
refrain was thrice repeated (Drachmann I 268f). This confusion suggests that there 
was little evidence available to the Hellenistic scholars beyond the refrain of 
Archilochus' song and the literary references to it, so we cannot expect them to be of 
much help on the content of the kallinikos song. For an independent argument that 
Archilochus' song included narration of the exploits of Heracles, see M. Simpson, 
"Pindar's Ninth Olympian," GRBS 10 (1969) 113-24. 
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E' () I ~ ~ 1:0" ~ I 
vpvu EWS' 7T0fJ.7TatUt, TWV U EfJ.WV TEKVWV 
" '() , , ", < H \ ~ 

OVK EK7TOV'1/UW avaTOV; OVK ap paKI\'1/S' 

o KaAA{VtKOS' WS' 7f(lpoL()E A£'0IJ-at. 

The most obvious meaning in context is that Heracles would no 
longer be considered "the victorious one," should he allow his child
ren to be murdered by the tyrant Lycus. But these words also link the 
title < HpaKA11S' 0 KaA'AlvtKoS' with a recollection of the hero's labors 
(note especially ¢~UOIJ-EV, A£'0IJ-at) in what may be an allusion to 
Archilochus' well-known song. 

Later in the play, the chorus affirms its continued commitment to 
celebratory song (673f, 680-86): 

" \ X I ov 7TaVUOfJ.at TaS' aptTUS' 

M ' , ovuaLS' UV),KaTaIJ-EL),VVS', 

" , • H \ I ETtTav paKI\EOVS' 

KaAALVtKOV aElaw 
, B' '1:0 I 7Tapa TE pOIJ-LOV OLVOuOTav 
I '" < I 7Tapa TE XEI\VOS' E7TTaTOVOV 

'I.' 'i\'a ''I.' IJ-0l\ 7Tav Kat t!JVV aVl\ov· 
~ , 

OV7TW KaTa7TaVU0fJ.EV 

M ' c1'" ovuaS', at fJ. EX opEvuav. 

With E'TL and Oi57Tw, the Chorus implies that it has been singing and 
will continue to sing "the kallinikos song of Heracles." In fact the 
choral ode that precedes this affirmation (HF 348-50) is an extended 
hymn (VfJ.v11uat, 355) describing the twelve labors of Heracles. I sug
gest that we should take this chorus as Euripides' own version of the 
kallinikos song, recognizable to his audience as an adaptation of the 
Archilochean original. 22 And we should note that in Euripides' ver
sion Heracles' confrontation with Geryon figures as the eleventh of 

22 Wilamowitz's observations (supra n.20: 80-82) on the formal structure of this 
chorus may be significant in this context. He notes that the form (three strophes and 
antistrophes, separated by a rhythmic refrain, or ephymnion) was probably not 
invented by Euripides, for exactly the same formal pattern underlies the "feierliches 
segenslied ftir Argos" in Aeschylus' Supp. (630-709) and the "danklied" for the fall of 
Troy sung by the Chorus at Ag. 367-488. Lines of a similar metrical shape occur in 
the third stasimon of Euripides' Bacchae (877-81, 897-901). Wilamowitz 81, H. 
Meyer, Hymnische Stilelemente (Wtirzburg 1933) 2, and E. R. Dodds, Euripides, 
Bacchae (Oxford 1960) xxxviii, 183, agree that the rhythmic refrain marks a kind of 
cult hymn, a category that could include Archilochus' 'hymn' to Heracles. Note that 
Aristarchus, quoted by the Pindar scholia (Drachmann I 269), contended that the 
kallinikos song was tristrophos; and that all the parallels from tragedy are celebratory 
songs. 
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the twelve labors (HF 422-24).23 Thus it seems possible to take 
Isthmian 1.12f as a brief allusion to Archilochus' kallinikos song. 

This would explain the placement of these lines immediately after 
the actual crowning at the Isthmus, for this is exactly the context in 
which the kallinikos song would have been sung for the victor. Such 
an allusion might also explain the particular details Pindar chooses to 
narrate. It seems that he has drawn one vignette from the beginning of 
Heracles' saga (his birth) and another from the end (the cattle of 
Geryon, a relatively late labor), perhaps drawing together the two 
ends of Archilochus' song to evoke the whole.24 Finally, the possibility 
of an allusion here would make the poet's break-off formula at 14ff 
more pointed. With EYW liE the poet turns away from a simple, spon
taneous celebration of victory and immediately mentions the victor, 
• HpolioT'!>, for the fault of the kallinikos song, as Pindar expresses it in 
Olympian 9, is its generic quality. It applies to every victor in every 
context. In contrast, Pindar emphasizes the making of his own song 
(TEVXWV) and its special aptness for Herodotus' victory (avla T' tLAAO
TplaLS ov X£PO"L vWJJ.aO"avT'). The poet has simply allowed a few notes of 
the kallinikos song to sound, effecting a momentary mimesis of the 
immediate victory celebration within his epinician.25 

Can we find still other genres in Pindar's 'pentathlon'? If we look 
closely at the texture of the language, we note several anomalies in 
lines 47-49: 

(} ' , .,). ). .,). ). ,,>I , (}' )., 
JJ.LO" os yap al\l\OLS al\l\os nT EpYJJ.aO"LV av PW7TOLS YI\VKVS, 

). Q' ", " )., ,(\, ''''' JJ.17I\OfJOTC!- T apOTC!- T 0PVLXOI\OX'!> TE KaL ov 7TOVTOS Tpa."n. 
, ~ \ "'" ., I \' ., ,... I yaO"TpL uE 7Tas TLS aJJ.vvwv I\LJJ.0V aLav17 TETaTaL' 

The notion of praise as wage and the priamel form are certainly at 
home in epinician, but the content of the priamel-the specific occu
pations described, the threat of famine, to be fended off from the 
belly-have no parallels in the corpus of epinicia. Fraenkel notes the 
uniqueness of theme and diction here, when he asserts, "We virtually 
never hear in Pindar of men working hard for their daily bread or of 
working for a living at all." He is immediately forced to qualify this 
statement, "The one exception, I think, is Isthm. 1,4 7ff., where the 

23 The literary evidence suggests that, even before the canon of twelve labors was 
fixed, Geryon was established as an adversary of Heracles: see Hes. Theog. 287-94 
and Stesichorus' Geryoneis. 

24 Note also the double use of pronouns to introduce the two mythic episodes in 12f 
(iv ~ KaL Tav a7>ELp.avTov ' AAKp.~va T£KEV ?Tawa, 8pauf/iaL T6v ?TOrt" r'1pv6va f/lp'fav Kvvn). 
CoUld the second pronoun reflect the embedding of a song within a song? 

2S For a parallel to this imitation of the events at the actual moment of victory, see 
F. J. Nisetich, "Olympian 1.8-11: An Epinician Metaphor," HSCP 79 (1975) 55-68. 
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tone is contemptuous, as the coarse expression yaO'T~p shows. "26 

Fraenkel is quite right to perceive a different level of diction in these 
lines. It is possible, however, to interpret this 'coarseness' of diction 
as evidence of a different genre, rather than as the expression of the 
poet's contempt. The works of men and the fending off of starvation 
are crucially the concerns of didactic epic, as exemplified by Hesiod's 
Works and DaysY 

Indeed, there is more in this passage that seems to have been drawn 
from a didactic tradition. Woodbury has recently discussed at some 
length the gnomic transition b 7Tov~O'aLs oE v6~ Kat 7Tpop.a£hLav cp(PEL 

(40). He notes that the idea of acquiring forethought from experience 
runs counter to the traditional Greek wisdom, 7Ta()wv O( Tf V~7TLOS EYVW 

(Hes. Op. 218).28 But his gloss for this gnome as it applies to the victor 
sounds surprisingly Hesiodic: "It is v60s that generates 7Tpop.a()ELa by 
directing attention to the goal of K(POOS" (243). In this context, it is 
worth quoting at length from Hesiod's advice to his brother Perses 
(Op. 293-302, 306-13): 

'? \ I (\ ').... I , 

OVTOS P.EV 7TavapLO'TOS, os aVT~ 7TaVTa V07JO'EL 
'" ' , ", " I... l' , I .."paO'O'ap.EVOS Ta K €7TELTa KaL €S T€I\OS 'l1O'LV ap.ELVw· 
, e"" 5>' l' , ~ .... 1', I 'e EO' I\OS U a v KaKELVOS os €V EL7TOVTL TTL 7JTaL 
(\ ~ I I, '),... , I, "\ \ ') , 
os u€ K€ P.7JT aVT~ VOf'l1 P.7JT al\l\ov aKOVWV 
, () ~ f3 I ... ... .... 5>' l' " I " 
€V vp.~ al\l\7JTaL, 0 u aVT apX7JLOS aV7Jp. 
' ...... ' I " I '" '", ~ al\l\a O'V y 7JP.fTfp7JS P.fP.V7JP.fVOS aLfV f.."fTP.7JS 
, I rIl' 5>~ I " '" A' €pya'::,€v, fPO'1J, uLOV y€VOS, o.."pa O'€ LP.OS 
, () I "' ... I 5> I " '", A I €X aLp!l, .."LI\€'l1 uf 0' fVO'Tf.."avos L.l.1J/.I.1JT1JP 

's: I f3 's:" ... ~ ... I aLuOL1J, LOTOV u€ T€1JV 7TL/.I.7T1\'l1O'L KaI\L7JV' 
A' I I , ~ '''' ' 5> I HLP.OS yap TOL 7Tap.7Tav a€py~ O'VP..."OpOS avupL' 

0'01. 0' {pya cpl.A' EO'TW /.I.£rpLa KOCT/.I.fLV, 
" I • I f3 I ... '() ... I WS K€ TOL wpaLOV LOTOV 7T1\7J WO'L KaI\LaL. 

, t " 5>' " s: ... '... I " '" I €~ €pywv u aVUp€s 7T0I\VP.1JI\OL T a.."VfLOL T€ 

, " r I ... ' '" '... ' () , KaL T €pya'::,op.fVOS 7TOl\V .."LI\T£POS a avaTOLCTLV. 

26 H. Fraenkel, Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy, tr. M. Hadas and J. Willis (New 
York 1973) 490 with n.8. 

27 The evidence of diction is most telling for ALJ.LO!;, which occurs seven times in the 
Works and Days (230, 243, 299, 302, 363, 404, 647), and plowing, referred to nine 
times (384, 405, 432, 439, 450, 458, 460, 467, 616). The theme of the demands of the 
belly occurs more frequently in the Odyssey (7.216-18, 15.343-45, 17.223-28, 473, 
18.53f, 357-364), but it can be argued that these are the occasions on which 
characters are using the discourse of didactic poetry (see G. Nagy, "Hesiod," in 
Ancient Writers: Greece and Rome [New York 1982] 62). 

28 Woodbury 242. Note how Pindar's gnome to some extent mirrors the structure of 
Hesiod's: 0 71'OV~lTaL!;-7I'aeWV, Kal. 71'pol-'aeuaV-V~7I'LO!;, t/J€PU-fyVW. 
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" ~"~,,' ~ , ,~",' ~ 
fPYOV u OVufV OVfLuOS, afpYL7J uf T OVfLuOS. 
,~, , 'I".' I".\.' , , 

fL uf KfV fpya~'(J, Taxa Uf ~7JI\WUfL afpyos 
\. ~ \.' ~, , , ,~~ , ~ ~ 29 

'7TI\OVTfVVTa' '7TI\OVT~ u apfT7J KaL KVuOS O'7T7JufL. 

The main themes in this passage relevant for Isthmian 1 are (1) the 
gnomic opening endorsing forethought or at least compliance with 
another's good advice (292-98), (2) the injunction to work (299, 306) 
(3) in order to fend off ALIJ-OS (299f, 302) and ultimately (4) to acquire a 
surplus and possess wealth "on which apfT~ and KVOOS attend" (300f, 
307-13). 

If we consider Isthm. 1.40-51 in the light of Hesiod's lines, we note 
striking resemblances of theme and diction: 

< , ~" , '8 A-. , 
o '7TOV7JuaLS uf VO~ KaL '7TpolJ-a fLav -yfpfL' 

., ~, ') '" ,...", 
fL u apfTQ. KaTaKfLTaL '7Tauav opyav, 
, A-.' ~, " 
alJ--yOTfpOV ua'7TaVaLS Tf KaL '7TOVOLS, 

I r I ')' , 
XP7J VLV fVPOVTfUULV ayavopa KOIJ-7rOV 

IJ-~ 4>8ovfpaLuL 4>EPfLV 
, "'A-. 5\' '5\' A-.~ YVWlJ-aLS. f7TH Kov-ya uOULS avupL UO-y~ 

"'8 ~ ",, '" aVTL lJ-oX wv '7TaVTOua'7TWV f'7TOS fL'7TOVT 
, 8' ~ , '8 ~ " ' aya ov -;;VVOV op wuaL KaI\OV. 

8' , "" " "" " "" , 8' ", IJ-LU os yap al\l\OLS al\l\os f'7T fPYlJ.auLV av PW'7TOts YI\VKVS, 
\ Q' ", " 'I.' 't\' 'A-. 

1J-7J1\0t-'0T~ T apOT~ T OpVtXOI\OX~ Tf Kat OV 7rOVTOS Tpa-yfL. 
,~,,... ", \.' ') ,.. I 

yauTpt uf '7Tas TLS alJ-vvwv I\tlJ-OV aLaV7J TfTaTat' 
t\ ~" A-."'8\ " \ 'I"." ~~ <Q' os u alJ--y af I\OtS 7J '7TOl\flJ-t~WV ap7JTat KVuOS afJpov, 
, 8 ' , ~ ,'./, ~ , \ ~ 

fvayop7J fLS KfpUOS V'f' tUTOV ufKfTat, '7TOl\taTav 
,~, 'I.' " 

Kat ~fVWV Yl\wuuas aWTOV. 

In this passage, Pindar appears to have adapted a number of ele
ments of didactic poetry to suit the epinician context. As Woodbury 
cogently argues (241-44), the gnome ofline 40 points forward as well 
as back, praising the foresight of the victor that inspires him to "spend 
himself utterly" for the ultimate achievement of the "highest profit." 
Thus the victor is like Hesiod's '7TaVaptUTOs, who "understands all 
things for himself," and the gnome represents a positive, epinician 
version of Hesiod's repeated injunctions to Perses to "pay attention" 
and "remember" the advice the poet gives him. And, allowing for the 
frame of epinician, that advice is very similar: as Hesiod urges his 

29 I have omitted line 310, following Solmsen and West. I am not suggesting that 
Pindar's lines are a direct quotation or allusion to Hesiod: rather that both share 
traditional diction and themes which are generically marked for advice or didactic 
poetry. I select this passage because it seems to reflect many of the same themes in 
the same sequence as Pindar's lines. Other Hesiodic passages might be cited-for 
example, Op. 362f, 381 f, 403f. 
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brother to "work, and pile work upon work" if he desires wealth (Op. 
299 or 381 f), Pindar conjures the victor to "expend himself utterly" 
to earn the payment of a "lordly boast." Pindar then repeats the 
advice in lines 46-51 (as Hesiod does in 293-313) in Hesiodic terms. 
We can recognize Hesiod's progression from work as a means of 
survival (299, 302) to the accumulation of wealth with its attendant 
KUDOS and apET~ (307-13) in modified form in Pindar's version. 
Whereas Hesiod's model is a continuum, the epinician poet sets up a 
contrast between labor which merely fends off starvation (47-49) and 
the winning of KUDOS and a glorious reputation (50f). 

The epinician poet has a specific purpose in adapting Hesiodic 
diction here: beginning with the gnome of line 40, this is the most 
explicitly didactic section of the poem,30 and it endorses a model of 
behavior which we might describe as anti-Hesiodic. Hesiod's fre
quently reiterated goal in the Works and Days is the stockpiling of 
grain, of livelihood, and of wealth (e.g. Op. 21-24, 301, 307f, 341, 
376f, 632, 689f). But what is crucially required for athletic victory, as 
Pindar emphasizes (41 f), is lavish public expenditure. In order to 
encourage his aristocratic audience to engage in such expenditure, 
Pin dar has appropriated and transformed Hesiodic categories of work 
and profit. Thus, the poet's climactic assertion that public praise is 
"the highest profit" (51) is paradoxical in Hesiodic terms, for that 
praise is bought by unstinting, unrecompensed expenditure. 

It is for this reason that Pindar has transformed Hesiod's con
tinuum into a contrast. Since Hesiod's aim is literal profit, the same 
work which "fends off starvation" will ultimately win wealth. For the 
epinician poet, there is a qualitative difference between those activi
ties which guarantee a man his livelihood and those which earn him 
"the highest profit" of universal praise. We can read Pindar's ex
tended meditation on expenditure and its rewards as a recasting of the 
Hesiodic dictum that "apET~ and KUDOS attend upon wealth" (Op. 313). 
By his adaptation of the didactic tradition, Pin dar attempts to per-

30 P. W. Rose, "The Myth of Pindar's First Nemean: Sportsmen, Poetry, and Pai
deia," HSCP 78 (1974) 145-75, rightly emphasizes the paideutic element in Pindar's 
odes. Rose points out that Pindar has to appeal to a broad aristocratic audience 
(149f), and many of his observations on the didactic function of the myth could be 
extended to other elements of epinician. He notes, for example, "the consistent 
generalizing cast of Pindar's language" (154) as a strategy for making the victor's 
achievements emblematic of aristocratic excellence in the broadest terms. So here, by 
the use of gnomic statements and two generalizing conditions, Pindar praises 
Herodotus' past effort and expenditure, spurs him on to future achievement, and 
holds up his behavior as a model for his entire social group. 
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suade his audience that, on the contrary, wealth properly used should 
attend upon apET~ (41f) and KVaOS (50).31 

Finally, the conceit of a 'pentathlon of genres' may help explain the 
peculiarities noted in the ode's victory catalogue. After another 
strongly marked transition (1l1J-1J-L a', 52), Pindar asserts that it is 
"fitting to celebrate in song" Poseidon and to "address" or "greet by 
name" a series of heroes and cult places (52-59): 

" lit' " K' , 6 ' t\ aIJ-IJ-L u EOLKE pOVOV UELULX OV VLOV 
, " /3' , , i'ELTOV alJ-EL OIJ-EVOLS EVEPi'ETav 

< , < lit' " lit ~ 
apIJ-aTWV L7f7fOUpOIJ-LOV KEl\aU1JuaL, 

\'6 'A'" ' KaL UE EV, IJ-'t'LTPVWV, 
~lIt ~ \ M ' \ 7faLuas 7fPOUEL7fELV TOV Lvva TE IJ-vXov 

\ \ A ' ,,\ "" 'E\ ~ KaL TO ~alJ-aTpos KI\VTOV al\uos I\EVULva 

\ E"/3' ~ lit ' KaL v OLav EV yvap.7fTOLS UPOP.OW 

n '\ \ \ lit" lit ~ 'A ~ PWTEULl\a, TO TEOV u avupwv XaLWV 

(V <l>VAa.K~ T(IJ-EVOS UVIJ-/3a.AA0lJ-aL. 

We should look carefully at the verbs by which the poet charac
terizes his own activities here, for they may give us a clue to the 
context appropriate to these lines. KEAaa(W appears nowhere else in the 
epinicia in a victory catalogue. Where the verb does appear, the 
objects for "celebration in song" are divided between deities and the 
victor or his victory in a general way. 32 Whenever the object of the 
verb is a god, the context seems to be hymnal in its narrow sense. 
Thus in three of the four Pindaric uses of KEAaa(W with a god as object, 
the verb occurs relatively early in the poem, honoring the god at 
whose festival the victory was won (01. 1.9, 2.2) or celebrated (Pyth. 
11.10). 01. 6.88 is the poet's injunction to Aeneas to celebrate Hera 
Parthenia when he arrives in Syracuse. This injunction introduces a 
whole string of gods and cult places native to Syracuse, whom the 
poet's representative or Hieron honors. This combined list of gods 
and cult places is very similar to the victory catalogue of Isthmian 1, 
but its purpose is purely celebratory-both of the local gods and of 
Hieron's piety.33 

31 It is not possible here to consider at length Pin dar's economics or his paideia. I 
have discussed these topics in my thesis, Pindar's OIKONOMIA: the House as 
Organizing Metaphor in the Odes of Pindar (Princeton 1988) 125-209, and with 
specific reference to Isthmian 1, 186-90. 

32 K(Aalliw with gods or heroes as objects: 01. l.9, 2.2, 6.88, Pyth. 11.10, Isthm. 
5.46-48 (so also Bacchyl. 14.19-22, 16.10-12). KfAao£w with victor/victory as the 
object (generally referring to the whole poem): 01. 10.79, 11.14, Pyth. l.58, 2.63, 
Nem. 3.66, 4.16, 9.54, Isthm. 8.62. Of celebration in general: Pyth. 2.15 (cj. the 
remarks of Most: 74, 97f). 

33 We need to be very clear on these distinctions: Pindar frequently celebrates the 
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7rPO(TEL7rELV appears nowhere else in Pindar, but we find a striking 
parallel for the diction here in Aeschylus' Agamemnon. Agamemnon's 
first words in the play are addressed in thanks to the gods of Argos 
(810-13): 

" "fA \ () \' I 7rPWTOV jJ-EV pyos Kat EOVS EYXWptOVS 
",I "\ ,\ I 
OLK1] 7TPO(T£L7T£LV, TOVS EfJ.OL fJ.ETaLTLOVS 

I ~ I ()'?' ~ I I VO(TTOV ()tKatwv WV f7Tpac"ajJ-TJv 7roAtV 

Ilptcl.jJ-ov· 

These lines in fact provide a surprisingly close parallel for Isthmian 
1.52-56: not only does Agamemnon "greet" or "address" the local 
gods and the place, but he asserts that it is "right" to do so, just as 
Pindar does (alKTJ 7rpo(TEL7rliv - ~OtKf ••• 7rpo(TEt7rliv). It is 'right' in the 
context of Agamemnon's victory and safe retum. 34 A similar address 
to the gods occurs in Euripides' Heracles, when Amphitryon bids 
Heracles, newly returned from the underworld (599f): 

"() \ ~ I I ()" I 7rapEI\ wv vvv 7rPO(TEt7TE E(TTtaV 
\ ~ \ I 5l I \ " "5l ~ 

Kat vOS 7raTp~OtS ()wjJ-a(TtV (TOV OjJ-jJ- tuEtV. 

Heracles approves of Amphitryon's suggestion and repeats the for
mula (607-09): 

I 5l" "e \ , ~ , " I ~ 
xpOV~ () aVfl\ wv Eb aVTJl\twv jJ-VXWV 
"A 5l K I ", () " I tvOV opTJS <T > fVEP EV, OVK aTtjJ-a(TW 
() 

, ,........ \ , I 

EOVS 7rPO(TEt7rEtV 7rpWTa TOVS KaTa (TTEyas. 

These two parallels reflect very clearly the context appropriate for 
such an address to the gods and the place: one's safe return home after 
long absence. 35 Considering Isthmian 1.52-59 in the light of these 
parallels, we notice, first, that the poet has gone to some trouble to 
identify Poseidon as "neighbor"36 and, second, that he then immedi
ately addresses Amphitryon and his "children," epichoric heroes of 

god at whose games the victor won (on two occasions with the verb IC£AaafW), but that 
celebration nowhere else occurs in the victory catalogue. The purpose of the victory 
catalogue, generally speaking, is not to glorify the gods, but to honor and com
memorate the achievements of the victor and his family. 

34 Whatever we think of Agamemnon's fL£TaLTlovs, insofar as it acknowledges divine 
help, it is equivalent to £v£PYfTav at Isthm. 1.53. 

35 See G. W. Bond, Euripides, Heracles (Oxford 1981) ad lac. For other parallels see 
Aesch. Ag. 514 (with E. Fraenkel, Aeschylus, Agamemnon [Oxford 1950] ad lac.); Eur. 
Phoen. 633; Ar. Ach. 266, Pax 557. 

36 As Thummer observes (II 31), it seems probable that Pindar is here thanking 
Poseidon of Onchestus (as "neighbor" to Thebes) for the Isthmian victory. It is not 
immediately apparent why he should wish to do so until we recognize the convention 
within which the poet is working. Thus Pindar's use of y£lToV' here parallels 
Aeschylus' 8£Ovs (yxwplovs. 
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Thebes.37 The poet's next 'address' is to the "hollow of Minyas" (i.e. 
Orchomenus)-another neighbor to Thebes. From Orchomenus, the 
poet must move on to sites more distant geographically, but with 
mention of Poseidon of Onchestus and the heroes of Thebes and 
Orchomenus he has already established a strong sense of place. Thus, 
it appears that Pindar has framed his victory catalogue to evoke the 
victor's own prayer of thanksgiving on his return to Thebes.38 By this 
evocation, the poem enacts the victor's trajectory home from the 
games, for it moves from the victor's immediate celebration of the 
kallinikos song (12f) to his homecoming prayer of thanksgiving to the 
local gods and heroes (52-56). 

By this point, the poet has completed his 'pentathlon of genres'. He 
has sounded a few notes in tum of paean, kallinikos song, Castoreion, 
didactic poetry, and homecoming invocation. 39 But it is not enough to 
show how Pindar has appropriated each of these genres to praise the 
victor. We must ask the more basic question, why has he chosen this 
format at all? Again it may help to consider the images the poet 
himself offers for his poetic activity. Within the poem, he uses the 
image of "yoking" two different occasions (thus poet as charioteer) 
and poetry as payment or profit-and perhaps (implicitly) the image 
of the poem as pentathlon. What these three images share is that they 
match exactly the victor's own expenditures of '7TOVOL and Sa'7TctVaL, as 
the poet himself characterizes them (41-45): 

., ~, ., "', ,..." 

EL u ap£T~ KaTaKELTat '7Tauav opyav, 
" 1>' \' ap.cpoT£pOV ua'7TaVaLS T£ Kat ?TOVOts, 

37 Thummer (II 3l) takes this reference to Amphitryon's children loosely as a 
designation of his "Nachkommen" in general, since we know that Iolaus and the sons 
of Heracles enjoyed heroic cult and athletic contests in Thebes (see 01. 9.98f, Pyth. 
9.79f, and Isthm. 3/4.79-86). As a parallel for the address to local heroes, see Ag. 
516-19, where the returning herald "addresses" (7Tpo!Tavllw, 514) not only the gods, 
but also "the heroes who sent us forth" (7{pws T£ TOts 7TEp."'avTas, 516). 

38 We should perhaps not discount the possibility (favored by Woodbury, 240, and 
Most, 54) that Herodotus' father Asopodorus is identical with the medizing cavalry 
officer of Herodotus 9.69. As Most points out, this would make the entire gnomic 
sequence (40-51) applicable to father as well as to son (note especially 7TO)\f:P.'(wv, 50). 
If this is the case, the address to local gods and heroes can also be read from the point 
of view of Asopodorus, newly rescued from "shipwreck" and settled at Orchomenus. 
This ambiguity of reference might then explain Pindar's unparalleled failure to name 
the victor within the victory catalogue. 

39 That Pindar refers to and manipulates genres self-consciously is well known; see 
L. Woodbury, "Pindar and the Mercenary Muse: Isthm. 2.1-13," TAPA 99 (1968) 
533-42, and Most 122-27,130,218. Other examples of generic self-consciousness are 
01.9.1-4 (reference to kallinikos), 01. 13.18f(reference to dithyramb), Pyth. 6.20-22 
(allusion to Hypothekai), Isthm. 6.66-68 (allusion to Hesiod's Works and Days), and 
the remarkable fragment 128c S'/M., which lists five different genres in the space of 
ten lines. 
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I (' ')' I XP7J VLV EVPOVTEUULV ayavopa KOfJ-7TOV 

iJ-~ cpOovEpatUL CP(PELV 
I 

YVWiJ-aLS. 

On these lines Bundy observes (58), "ayavopa K6fJ-7TOV is a 'lordly' 
vaunt to match 'lordly' deeds. The epithet obeys that common enko
miastic imperative 'to match the deed in words.'" We can go further 
and suggest that 'praise to match' is not merely the motif embodied 
by these lines, but the very foundation of the poem, programmatic for 
its form and content. 

To match the victor's skill in driving his own chariot (15), the poet 
himself becomes a charioteer, expertly maneuvering his song from 
genre to genre. The pattern we noted of indirection or veering from 
the expected topic throughout the poem is the mark of the adept 
charioteer, and the words with which Pindar characterizes the victor's 
event towards the end of the poem apply equally to his own poetic 
activity: the poem itself travels EV yvaiJ-7TTots Op6iJ-OLS (57). The poet's 
'pentathlon of genres,' his ability to include and guide to a single 
Thos so many compositions for different occasions, matches the 7T6VOL 

the victor has endured in athletic training and competition. And 
finally the monetary image: the poet matches the victor's lavish ex
penditures with the abundance of poetic riches he lays out for him, 
demonstrating his poetic ElJ7TOpta by the number of different genres he 
draws from his store to glorify the victor. This image gives added 
point to the poem's final lines (67f): 

'Il' "ll I \.~ "'~ 
EL uE TLS EVuOV VEfJ-EL 7TI\OVTOV Kpv.,.aLOV, 

" \. \ Il" I \ ~ ,I, \ , A 'll \. I al\l\OLUL u EfJ-7TL7TTWV YEI\C!-, ."vxav LuC!- TEI\EWV 

ov cppa(ETaL o6fas (1VEvOEV. 

No more than the victor does the poet hoard his wealth "within"
rather, he expends it, publicly, brilliantly-and he can be as confident 
as the victor that he will earn undying oofa by this poetic tour de 
force. 40 
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40 This reading suggests that we should add the end of Isthmian 1 to the passages in 
which the poet links his own kleos to that of his patron at the close of a poem. It 
would thus be analogous to the end of Ibycus fr.282a PMG, Bacchyl. 3, and Pindar's 
own Olympian 1. 
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